Pivoting methods are of vital importance for linear programming, the simplex method being the by far most well-known. In this paper, a primal-dual pair of linear programs in canonical form is considered. We show that there exists a sequence of pivots, whose length is bounded by the minimum dimension of the constraint matrix, such that the pivot creates a nonsingular submatrix of the constraint matrix which increases by one row and one column at each iteration. Solving a pair of linear equations for each of these submatrices generates a sequence of optimal solutions of a primal-dual pair of linear programs of increasing dimensions, originating at the origin. The optimal solutions to the original primal-dual pair of linear programs are obtained in the final step.
Introduction
Pivoting methods for linear programming are based on solving a sequence of linear system of equations determined by a square submatrix of the constraint matrix, that typically changes by one column and/or one row in between iterations. The simplex method [2] is probably by far the most well-known, but we also want to mention criss-cross methods [1, 4, 7] and Lemke's method [6] .
We consider a primal-dual pair of linear programs in canonical form
We show that if (P LP ) and (DLP ) are both feasible, then there exists a nonnegative integer r, with r ≤ min{m, n}, and a sequence of pivots (i k , j k ), k = 1, . . . , r, which generate sets of row indices R k = ∪ k l=1 {i l } and columns indices C k = ∪ k l=1 {j l }, with i k+1 ∈ {1, . . . , m}\R k and j k+1 ∈ {1, . . . , n}\C k , such that A R k C k is nonsingular, and if x C k and y R k are computed from
they are nonnegative, and therefore optimal to (P LP k ) and (DLP k ) respectively, where
Finally, x Cr and y Rr are not only optimal to (P LP r ) and (DLP r ), but together with x j = 0 for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}\C r and y i = 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}\R r they also give optimal solutions to (P LP ) and (DLP ) respectively. We refer to such a sequence of pivots as a short sequence of pivots. The existence of this short sequence of pivots is shown by a decomposition of the optimal basis matrix.
We also give a related result for a slightly more structured linear program, which is a min-max problem for a given m × n matrix M , formulated as the following primal-dual pair of linear programs
For the general linear program, we cannot relate the short sequence of pivots to monotonicity in objective function value, whereas this can be done for the min-max problem. The difference is that (P ) and (D) are both defined on the unit simplex, and they are both always feasible.
The results are straightforward, but to the best of our knowledge, our result on the existence of a sequence of pivots of length at most min{m, n} improves on what is known. Fukuda, Lühti and Namiki [3] and Fukuda and Terlaky [5] show that there is a sequence of pivots of length bounded by at most m + n leading to the optimal solution. It should be pointed out that our existence result does not automatically give a method with better worst-case complexity than enumeration of all potential basis matrices. We have not been able to use the information to give rules based on global information that makes use of the short sequence of pivots.
Existence of a short pivoting sequence for a linear program
We will refer to a nonsingular square submatrix of A as a basis matrix. If R + and C + denote the row and column indices of A that define the basis matrix, the basis matrix is referred to as A R + C + . If R 0 and C 0 denote the remaining row and column indices, the primal and dual basic solutions associated with A R + C + are uniquely given by
The primal-dual pair of basic solutions given by the basis matrix is optimal to (P LP ) and (DLP ) respectively if and only if the solutions are feasible to (P LP ) and (DLP ) respectively, i.e.,
If (P LP ) and (DLP ) are both feasible, then there exists at least one basis matrix which gives a primal-dual optimal pair of basic solutions. This well-known result is summarized in the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1. (Existence of optimal basic feasible solution) Assume that both (P LP ) and (DLP ) are feasible. Then, there is a partitioning of the row indices of A into two sets R + and R 0 , and a partitioning of the column indices of A into two sets C + and C 0 , so that |R + | = |C + |, and associated with the resulting matrix
the submatrix A R + C + is nonsingular, and there are vectors x and y for which
hold. These vectors x and y are optimal solutions to (P LP ) and (DLP ) respectively.
Proof. Proofs are typically given for standard form of a linear program, e.g., [8, Theorem 3.4 ]. This can be achieved by adding slack variables to (P LP ), from which the result follows.
Our concern is to decompose the basis matrix by eliminating one row and one column at a time. The following lemma gives the basis for such an elimination of row i and column j for a given set of row indices R and column indices C. 
1)
where e i and e j are the ith and jth unit vectors of dimensions |R| and |C| respectively. Then,
In addition, assume that e T j ∆x C = e T i ∆y R = 0. Then there are unique scalars s i and t j such that
given by
Proof. We obtain
To show the final results, if e T j ∆x C = e T i ∆y R = 0, then the values of s i and t j given by (2.4) follow immediately. From these values of s i and t j , we obtain
A combination of these equations gives
This result may now be used to reduce the dimension of the basis matrix by one row and one column, while maintaining primal and dual optimality to the reduced problem. Lemma 2.3. Consider problems (P LP ) and (DLP ). Let R k denote a set of row indices of A and let C k denote a set of column indices of A such that |R k | = |C k | = k, with k ≥ 2. Assume that A R k C k is nonsingular, and assume that
Proof. We may apply Lemma 2.2 for R = R k and C = C k . The quantities
Compute ∆x C k as in Lemma 2.2 for this i. If ∆x C k ≥ 0, we may compute the most limiting positive step for maintaining nonnegativity of
If ∆x C k ≤ 0, we may compute the most limiting negative step for maintaining
Since ∆x C k = 0, at least one of (2.7) and (2.8) is well defined. Pick one which is well defined, let j k be a minimizing index and let s i be the corresponding s-value. If
up to a scalar is the unique vector in the nullspace of A R k−1 C k , and e T j k ∆x C k = 0 by (2.7) and (2.8) .
Now assume that x j = 0 for some j ∈ C k . This is totally analogous to the case y i = 0. Let j k = j. Compute ∆y R k as in Lemma 2.2 for this j. If ∆y R k ≥ 0, we may compute the most limiting positive step for maintaining nonnegativity of
If ∆y R k ≤ 0, we may compute the most limiting negative step for maintaining
(2.10)
Since ∆y R k = 0, at least one of (2.9) and (2.10) is well defined. Pick one which is well defined, let i k be a minimizing index and let t j be the corresponding t-value. If
up to a scalar is the unique vector in the nullspace of A T R k C k−1 , and e T j k ∆y C k = 0 by (2.9) and (2.10).
Finally, we consider the case when x C k > 0 and y R k > 0. Then, for any i, j pair with i ∈ R k and j ∈ C k , Lemma 2.
We may now pick an i ∈ R k and compute ∆x C k as in (2.1). We must have ∆x C k = 0, since e i = 0. We may now compute the most limiting step from (2.7) or (2.8), out of which at least one has to be well defined. Assume first the former. Let s i denote the step and let j be an index for which the minimum is attained, so that e T j (x C k + s i ∆x C k ) = 0. By computing ∆y R k for this j, there is an associated positive t j such that e T i (y R k + t j ∆y R k ) = 0 by Lemma 2.2. If y R k + t j ∆y R k ≥ 0, we are done. Otherwise, we let t j be the maximum positive step such that y R k + t j ∆y R k ≥ 0. By construction, this must give a strict reduction of t j , but t j will remain strictly positive since y R k > 0. We now conversely find the associated step s i . This process may be repeated a finite number of times for i, j pairs until
Note that (2.5) of Lemma 2.2 implies that each step gives a strict reduction in objective function value, since one of the s i or t j values is reduced. Let i k = i and j k = j. If R k−1 = R k \{i k } and C k−1 = C k \{j k }, then A R k−1 C k−1 is nonsingular, since ∆x C k up to a scalar is the unique vector in the nullspace of A R k−1 C k , and e T j k ∆x C k = 0. If (2.10) is used instead of (2.9), the argument is analogous, but now s i and t j are negative, increasing towards zero.
The optimality conditions given by Lemma 2.1 imply the existence of a nonsingular submatrix A R + C + . Recursive application of Lemma 2.3 gives a decomposition of this matrix into square nonsingular submatrices of dimensions shrinking by one row and one column at a time, corresponding to primal-dual optimal pairs of (P LP k ) and (DLP k ) respectively, for k = r, r − 1, . . . , 1. By reversing this argument, there must exist a sequence of r pivots (i 1 , j 1 ), (i 2 , j 2 ), . . . , (i r , j r ), such that at stage k, optimal solutions to (P LP k ) and (DLP k ) are created, and at stage r, optimal solutions to (P LP ) and (DLP ) are found. This is summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 2.1. Assume that problems (P LP ) and (DLP ) both have feasible solutions. For the optimality conditions given by Lemma 2.1, let r = |R + | = |C + |. Then, r ≤ min{m, n} and there are pairs of row and column indices (i k , j k ), k = 1, . . . , r, which generate sets of row indices R 1 = {i 1 }, R k+1 = R k ∪ {i k+1 }, and sets of column indices
. . , m}\R k and j k+1 ∈ {1, . . . , n}\C k , such that for each k, A R k C k is nonsingular, and x C k and y R k computed from
optimal to (P LP k ) and (DLP k ) respectively. In addition, x Cr and y Rr together with x j = 0 for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}\C r and y i = 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}\R r are optimal to (P LP ) and (DLP ) respectively.
Proof. For r = 0 or r = 1, the result is immediate from the optimality conditions of Lemma 2.1. For r ≥ 2, let R r = R + and C r = C + , and repeatedly apply Lemma 2.3 for k = r, r − 1, r − 2, ..., 2. This gives an ordering of the indices of R + and C + as i r , i r−1 , . . . , i 1 and j r , j r−1 , . . . , j 1 , such that the corresponding x C k and y R k are optimal to (P LP k ) and (DLP k ) respectively for k = 1, . . . , r. In addition, x Cr and y Rr are optimal to (P LP ) and (DLP ) respectively. If the ordering is reversed, so that k = 1, . . . , r, the result follows.
We note that Theorem 2.1 shows the existence of a sequence of pivots that would create the optimal basis in r steps, where r ≤ min{m, n}. We refer to such a sequence of pivots as a short sequence of pivots. This, however, does not constitute an algorithm based on global information. We have no global information on how to create the sequence of pivots. There is a straightforward method given by enumerating all potential sequences of pivots that generate primal-dual optimal pairs of linear programs of increasing dimension. However, we have not been able to give any useful bound on the potential number of bases.
We also note that the short sequence of pivots does not explicitly take into account objective function value, as the simplex method does. Therefore, we cannot ensure generating a short sequence of pivots by making use of pivots associated with primal simplex only or dual simplex only.
Decomposing a matrix by convex combinations
We also consider the related problem of decomposing a given m × n matrix M by convex combination, formulated as the following primal-dual pair of linear programs Here, and throughout, e denotes the vector of ones of the appropriate dimension. Problems (P ) and (D) have a joint optimal value γ by strong duality for linear programming. The difference to the general linear program is that u and v are defined on the unit simplex, and (P ) and (D) are always feasible. This will enable a slightly stronger result in which monotonicity in the objective function value may be enforced.
We state the analogous results to the general linear programming case, and point out the differences. 
is nonsingular, and there are vectors u and v for which
hold. The vectors (u, γ) and (v, γ) are optimal solutions to (P ) and (D) respectively.
Proof. This is analogous to Lemma 2.1. The only difference is that α and β are free variables. 
Then,
In addition, assume that e T j ∆u C = e T i ∆v R = 0. Then there are unique scalars s i and t j such that
Proof. This is analogous to Lemma 2.2.
As for the general linear programming case, associated with (P ) and (D) we will consider the linear programs
where R k denotes a set of row indices of A and C k denotes a set of column indices of M such that |R k | = |C k | = k. 
is nonsingular, and assume that
Then, there is a row index i
k ∈ R k , and a column index j
is nonsingular. Furthermore, it holds that
k . In addition, there is a row index i
Proof. The difference compared to Lemma 2.3 is that α k and β k are free variables. Hence, there is no nonnegativity condition on them to handle. We note from Lemma 3.2 that
Hence, we cannot have ∆u C k = 0, since e∆α k = e i cannot have a solution for k ≥ 2. It follows that ∆u C k = 0 so that e T ∆u C k = 0 implies that ∆u C k must have both strictly positive and strictly negative components. The situation is analogous for ∆v R k . Therefore, there is a choice of selecting s negative or positive analogously to (2.7) and (2.8). Consequently, there are two different possible index pairs, one corresponding to ∆γ k ≥ 0 and one corresponding to ∆γ k ≤ 0. 
are optimal to (P k ) and (D k ) respectively. In addition, (u Cr , γ r ) and (v Rr , γ r ) together with u j = 0 for j ∈ {1, . . . , n}\C r and v i = 0 for i ∈ {1, . . . , m}\R r are optimal to (P ) and (D) respectively. Such a sequence of pairs of row and column indices (i k , j k ), k = 1, . . . , r, exists also if one of the additional requirements γ k+1 ≤ γ k , k = 1, . . . , r − 1, or γ k+1 ≥ γ k , k = 1, . . . , r − 1, are imposed.
Proof. The result is analogous to Theorem 2.1. The only difference is the final statement on additional requirement γ k+1 ≤ γ k , k = 1, . . . , r − 1, or γ k+1 ≥ γ k , k = 1, . . . , r − 1, not contradicting the existence of the short pivot sequence. This is a consequence of the proved existence of two potential pivots in the reduction step of Lemma 3.3.
Summary
For a pair of linear programs in canonical forms that both are feasible, we have shown the existence of a sequence of pivots of length at most min{m, n} that leads from the origin to a primal-dual pair of optimal solutions. At each step, the pivot creates a nonsingular submatrix of the constraint matrix that increases in dimension by one row an column by including the row and column of the pivot element. By solving two linear systems involving the submatrix a pair of primal and dual solutions are obtained. These solutions are optimal for the restricted problem where only rows and columns of the submatrix are included. At the final step, the solutions are optimal to the full primal and dual problem respectively.
We have not been able to give rules for an algorithm taking into account global information that would give this correct path without potentially enumerating all possible paths, which might be exponentially many. We therefore only publish the result as is, and hope that the result will be useful for further understanding of pivoting methods for linear programming.
We also note in passing that the reduction of Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 3.3 can be done from an arbitrary basis matrix if the nonnegativity condition is omitted. Therefore, there is a sequence of pivots of length at most min{m, n} leading from any pair of primal-dual basic solutions to the origin, Consequently, Theorem 2.1 and Theorem 3.1 imply that there is an overall bound of at most 2 min{m, n} pivots leading from any pair of primal-dual basic solutions to an optimal pair of primaldual basic solutions. This is at least as tight as the bound n + m given by Fukuda and Terlaky [5] .
